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TOOLS TO MANAGE THE 
COMMISSIONING PROCESS
Demonstration
Mireille JANDON
-Glossary tools
-Standart Model Commissioning Plan (SMCxP)
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Content
? Organisation and dissemination of the
Annex 40 Work
• www.commissioning-hvac.org
• www.commissionnement.org
? Outline and demonstration of the:
• Glossary tools
• Standart Model Commissioning Plan
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Glossary tool
? Objective and specifications:
• Customization of the Annex 40 glossary on Commissioning
• Link between the glossary and the technical papers and 
tools developed within the Annex
• Easy to update
• Easy to share, on line tool 
• Multi-lingual (translation by several countries)
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Customization of the glossaryESL-IC-04-10-26 
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Alphabetical search ESL-IC-04-10-26 
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Multi lingual data baseESL-IC-04-10-26 
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Glossary administrationESL-IC-04-10-26 
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Link to papers of toolsESL-IC-04-10-26 
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SMCxP, definition
The Standard Model Commissioning Plan is a list of tasks 
adapted to different type of projects from small to large 
buildings
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Project type description
The first step to get a 
Commissioning Plan is to 
describe the project:
• Type of building
A typology has been defined from 
T1 to T5
• Type of Cx
3 main types of Commissioning 
have been defined
• Risk Level
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SMCxP Approach
The tool help the user to describe his project, the result will be a 
list of tasks adapted to this description
• Type of building
• Type of Cx
• Risk Level
Describe your case
  
Please select a building type :  T1
  
  
Please select a commissionning type :   Initial
  
  
Please select a risk level :   High
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Project Phases 
To commission a building and its HVAC system a series of 
activities have to be perform
These activities are sorted out following the different phases 
of a construction project.
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Tool action oriented
This structure is clearly step and action oriented
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Example: Process tools for T3
? Design tools :
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Demonstrations
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Thanks for your attention 
Questions ???
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